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Return To Beauty
GLENN

T was pretty tough to come
back and find the folks all
gone and Diane married
to someone else. Nothing
seemed to matter
any
more. There had been a
time when the lazy little
town had been very dear to me, but now
it depressed me. I was empty inside, as
if I'd never be able to feel again. It wasn't
altogether the town's fault or the fact that
things had changed, it was more that I had
lost a certain something inside I couldn't
define. Anyway, I wasn't happy-I
knew
that.
As I wandered listlessly down the
dusty main street the morning after I got
back, some barefooted kid ran up beside
me and piped, "You're Johnny, ain't you?"
"Yes," I answered.
"You jest got back.
-fishin'?"
"I might."

Where you gain'

"You can git a boat down to Mort's if
you'll haul him a load a cinders for his
dock."
"Mort Brooder?" I asked, "Is he still
around?"
"Heck yes. Pap sez he ain't never
gonna die, he reckons." The boy ran ahead
and started walking backwards, facing me.
"Why're you limpin'? Got a sore toe?
I ain't had none for more 'n a week nowmy feet're gittin' awful tough. Yours'll git
toughed up too if you'll go barefoot and
walk on rocks fer a While."
He spied another boy across the street.
"Hey, Tuffy," he yelled, "where y' gain'?"
"Fishin'," the other shouted back.
"Wait fer me," the boy answered. "So
long, Johnny," he said, and was gone.

FISHER

I wandered on down to Mort's and
found him painting the bottom of a boat
with tar. After a moment, he looked up.
"Why if it ain't little Johnny Chambers,"
he exclaimed, "don't 'pear as if ye'd
growed a bit."
"Not much," I said.
The old man laughed-a
sort of a
cackle. "You never was no bigger'n a
minnit, but you was a spunky little
dickens. I allus said, 'y can't guess the size
of a litter by the size 0' the sow',"
He put down his brush. "Whatcha got
in mind, son?"
"I thought I might go fishing for a
while," I said.
"You ain't got no pole ner bait. Fish
ain't goin' to jump into the boat," he said
cryptically.
I smiled a little-remembering.
"I
figured that I might swipe a pole and some
bait from you like I used to do."
Mort snorted. "You was the durndest
cuss fer that, wa'nt you! Howsomever, I
'low as I still got a pole or two you c'n use.
Come on up to th' house."
I followed him and went inside. I
suddenly remembered that I had never
been in Mort's house before. It wasn't at
all as I expected to find it. There were a
lot of soft rugs scattered around on the
polished floors and there were pictures on
the walls. While Mort was gathering up
tackle, I picked up a picture from the
mantle to see if I recognized the people in
it. It was a picture of a woman and a
little girl but I didn't know either of them.
Mort came in and found me with the picture in my hand.
"Them's my wife, Milly, and our little
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girl. They both died before you was borned. Year of the big flood-both got pneumany and died afore I could get ole Doc
Winters from acrost the river." He paused,
musing. "Milly allus liked rugs and pictures-never
could seem to git 'nough of
'em. I like to keep things the way she
had y'know."
"They are nice," I said, and put the
picture back on the mantle. Mort picked
up the tackle and I followed him out the
door to the boat. We cast off and rowed
upstream in silence for a while until the
old man spoke.
"Did the war rough ye up a little,
son?" I see y' limpin' a bit."
"I was hit by a piece of flak over
Kure," I said grimly, and he let it go at
that. After a moment he spoke again.
"Doc Winters' boy, Jim, got killed over to
France durin' the invasion, I hear tell. You
knew Jim, didn' you?"
"Yes, we went to school together."
"Jim was a good Iad=-woulda made a
fine doctor. Are you gain' back to school?"
"Maybe," I said.
"I hear you was studyin' to be a writer'
and doin' right well. 'Pears to me it'd be
a shame not to go ahead." He waved a
hand toward the shore. "Pull in a little
and I'll toss out the anchor. They's fish
in here."
I did as he said and we put out our
lines. For a time we fished in silence and
then I got a bite. I waited until I thought
the fish was on the hook and then pulled
in but I missed the fish. Mort waited until
I had my line back in the water before he
said anything. Then-"Sorta
lost your

a worm's jus' about the onpertiest thing
you'd ever see but the fish loves 'Im," he
mused.
Mort didn't say anymore for a long
time--just sat with his eyes halt-closed
watching his cork. Suddenly he looked up.
"Johnny, lad, how would ye put in words
how soothin' it is to watch the water
flowin' by liken it had to go somewhere
but wa'nt in no hurry to git there? Ye've
studied words. How you gain' tell people
so's they can understand how the willers
seem to be bendin' over so's they can kiss
the water-sadlike--'s
if they were sayin'
goodbye? Or how good it makes you feel
to see a bass playin' in the shallers like he
was havin' fun jus' bein' a bass? Could ye
tell me, son?"
"I don't know," I said.
"Y' could try. I allus said, 'you can't
ketch a fish 'nless you go afishin'."
He seemed so in earnest that I didn't
have the heart to refuse. I began to look
around to take time to form my sentences.
As I did so, I saw that the willows did
reach down to touch the stream in a sad
caress-that
the dark, green water flowed
serenely by as if it had a majestic purpose
-that a bass was splashing joyously in the
shallows.
There was more.
The little
wavelets gave to the stream a beaten silver
effect-a sunbeam laid a great golden lance
across the water-a
diver-bird wheeled
crazily above and dived into the water and
out of sight.

My eyes dilated until they

hurt, bringing tears.
man.

I looked at the old

"Isn't it beautiful!" I breathed.

There was a tug on my line.

With a

touch haven't y', son?"

twitch of the pole, I set the hook-and

I locked at him to catch his expression
but his face was blank as he engaged him-

landed the fish.

self with rebaiting

gettin' it back!" he said.

his hook.

"S'funny,

gettin'
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back

the

Mort was elated. "You're
touch,

Johnny,

you're

Our House
ALLYN WOOD

have left my wife in the village to arrange for the rental
of a rowboat, and to find
shelter for our car which no
longer is of use, while I go
ahead to open the house. It
is strange to be out under
sky again; to think that as a biologist,
working on the elements of life, I am so
long absent from life that others know
unquestioningly. The experiment is behind,
and summer ahead, to rest and arrange my
notes without interruption in the house we
have leased atop the cliff by the sea. Perhaps we should have examined it first.
They say it is an old house made of stone
and wood, and they do not remember the
former occupants who reached it from
high ground behind. Later-that,
too, was
long ago-their
approach was transected
by the Eo River cutoff which no one has
troubled to bridge. We shall get our things
across by boat later. Meanwhile there is
a steep natural stair on the seaward side.
I am tired and excited: is it easier, perhaps, to be excited when one is tired?
And the day is strange, oppressive yet
fresh; sky still, in grey and yellow strata;
the sea-as I climbed the backbone of the
beach, finding it suddenly, as if after years
-shallow,
grey, opalescent, aloof. Nothing is quite what it seems: it tells me by
existing, it tantalizes by revelation. From
a distance the beach appeared motionless.
Now I feel it moving under me, circling
and shifting cryptically as the upper sand
in an hourglass. Sea worms are tunneling
mazes. Buried clams throb. Everywhere
is the sedimentary world, invisible, dominant; whose exhalation I inhale, sustaining only expectation; over which I pass

incongruous

and

vulnerable,

a

creature

stripped of shell.
The cliff is a great moodless thing
uniting beach and sky, stratified, eroded
by sudden crumblings into terraces. At the
foot of the stair, bodies of seaweed with
outflung filaments lie where they have
died, joined by my shadow reaching to
climb. How easily might I die with such
a little little change! If I were isolated on
this first ledge, and never could go to the
village for supplies, nor down to the shore
for loathsome raw clams. From here the
sea looks too young to be briny-almost
Devonian. I have disturbed lizards on the
ledge. But they do not run from me; they
brush the sand on long toes, pursuing insects. They are unperfected, a plasmic
pause, life in a dry case kept moist and
workable.
Out' of their simple shape,
special forms, cumbrous, unadaptable-why am I thinking of now as Mesozoic?
Their eyes fleetingly object to me. Their
eyes enter my mind like sand into a sealed
instrument.
They are capable of destroying order-my
order, by substituting
theirs. What is their order but mine
retraced? Why does their simplicity overpower?
How beautiful, our cliff! Higher and
higher, it begins to float, our world by itself. The sky that was like stone is breaking into gold-grey fragments; this evening
Elise and I will see the mackerel sky
swimming inland. I soar between ledges.
A thrumming, cooing sound, palpitant and
wild-warm
and round, the incubating
eggs of speech-rolls
over the edge intricate with twigs.
I am afraid.
Why? My mind says, After the age
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of reptiles, the age of birds. It says this
over and over, a simple basic thing confirmed by evidence, a fact of pre-history,
starting-point
of investigations.
So my
mind has been trained to say without
thinking, After the age of reptiles, the age
of birds. Yet something in my mind, or
out of it, is out of control, for I am climbing through time. I even am beginning to
look at my hands, which are of a weathered color and merge into the stones they
grasp, to ask of them-or
rather of my
eyes which I trust, yet which are so filled
with the sea that th,ey are nothingwhether I am yet. What has Elsie said
about knowledge of all time being held
suspended in certain places? Am I that
knowledge
incarnate
(or disincarnate)
looking back, looking forward-to
the age
of man? I did not recognize the Cambrian
beach. I glanced at the Devonian sea. Now
they are acknowledged: I say they all are
here at once, even as I say they cannot be;
and as I cling to this shelf-if I do clingamong these preening, sleeping, soaring
terns, I see the roof of our house toward
which I am coming. It is far and grey,
above the last and widest terrace.
One key is in my pocket.

The back

door, they said, has no key and will not
open.

If I enter the house and find . . .

Something ... how shall I escape? What
should I find? How amazingly fearless the
birds are of a man clambering among
them. Treetops are waving inland along
the Eo cutoff. That way Elise and I will
approach when we have the boat. Why
do these thoughts 'ache in my brow's bone?
I cannot press my brow to the stone, for
it is crumbling here, rotting to little caves,
and there are earth, leaves, debris, including small picked bones and shells. Something furry that scuttled into a cave is
glaring at me. It comes out. It is a rat.
Multitudes of eyes glister in the holes;

angry, and not afraid.

They are coming

outBut one moment to breathe!
The
remainder slopes toward the house.
I
understand.
No, no, I deny that I understand! Yet must not the Cenozoic-began
on the terrace of rats-culminate
there?
I shall go in to air the rooms for Elise.
Perhaps there will be nothing ... yet if I
had a heavy branch, with knots, such as
they used ...
It is a queer key shaped like a shovel,
that turns as if it were digging, and opens
the door. Now to go through the twilit
rooms, the dry, hot, square, empty, still,
impending rooms; with the sea's ripple
projected on the wall; and the cliff's life,
breathing, inconspicuous, subdued to inferior place, because of the master who is
somewhere here-x-I shall not think of the
stair yet nor of the dark rooms above. I
shall go slowly, putting off time, accustoming my eyes, opening the windows. Some
are bay windows looking to sea. Where
one is broken a tern has made its nest.
Rodents have their holes in the baseboard,
and the empty shells, which probably they
bring, are scattered on the floor: why is
this heap of them beside the ashy hearth?
Mind, think of something else.
Think
that, if this be all within me, it is not less
real, nor less dangerous, yet perhaps a
little comforting.
Explain that you have
been too orderly.
Show that until now
reason has controlled, but that the merest
quiver of emphasis put order in control of
reason. He whom I climb now to meet,
though not unkind, is horrible for latency
of mind; should no one be here, I am
horrible-

What cry!
His?
Dawn and our arboreal home! Cry of
animal, of man. The house rings about
me, the stair-ran vibrates under my hand,

She has started a little landslide on the
path; rocks are clattering down to the
beach; terns are flying out to sea in fear;
the cliff is deserted; the house is deserted;
nothing's upstairs. The merest quiver of
emphasis! Elise I am coming it's over ..•

He has found me and I am not afraid.
My name?
It cried my name?-Elise
below!

calls from

She is cowering on the terrace of

rats, clinging to an overhanging

branch.

The Cat And The Cricket
BARBARA

at her

the cricket, very much like me.
She
laughed again. How strange to compare
oneself to a cat-and stranger still to compare the cricket with the hearts aud souls
of men! But it was true, wasn't it? She
was a cat, a sleek and beautiful cat, playfully toying with love, tantalizing men
until they squirmed and writhed and
became docile. And men were like crickets
really-stupid
fools, who chirp and make
a loud noise and pretend they're something they aren't. How small and insignificant and helpless they really are!
The cat batted the cricket again, but
it wriggled once, and then lay very still.
The cat sniffed at it, touched it experimentally, and, perceiving no movement,
walked over to the corner and curled up
contentedly. The cricket wasn't fun anymore. The life had gone out of it. The
cat washed itself for a short moment, then
lay back and surveyed the room in a selfsatisfied manner.
She sank down into the dull leather
cushions and smiled. It's a rather delicious feeling, isn't it, Cat"?Feel pleased with

like me, the cat and

yourself, don't you"? Oh, she knew the

HE ordered another bourbon
and water, and watched
the cat play with the
cricket. How odd to see a
cat playing with a cricket
in the corner of a cocktail
lounge! But then, it wasn't a very respectable cocktail lounge.
John
wouldn't
approve of it, nor would he approve of her
being there alone at four o'clock in the
afternoon. John didn't approve of a good
many things she did. But, good heavens,
why think about John? That was pastc'est fini!
The drink came, and after she had
paid for it, she turned again to watch the
cat and the cricket. He pawed it carefully
again and again until he paused, crouched
low, his slit eyes watching it writhe and
twist and scurry about in frantic circles,
his tail swinging behind him like an
irregular pendulum. He pounced upon it,
tossing it playfully into the air and down
again. She lit a cigarette, blew the smoke
out slowly, and gazed into nothingness for
a moment.
thoughts.

She laughed
They're

PARK

shortly
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feeling well-a
self-satisfied feeling of
conquest, and of contempt. Stupid cricket
-stupid
men! She gazed into the dirty
mirror on the opposite wall and studied
her reflection.
Yes, darling, you are
beautiful, in a black and white sort of
way-a
successful and charming business
woman of thirty-two. She could have any
man she wanted, couldn't she? Life had
been fun-the thrill of seeing an interesting face for the first time, the mystery of
how to manage an introduction, the carefully laid plans to mold an acquaintance
into friendship; then, and she laughed, the
kill. It was delightful to watch a man fall
for her, to watch him squirm, to listen to
his stupid chatter, to hear his foolish
threats when she walked away and left
him. It had happened many times. First
there was Rouget, the French painter-his
love-making had been inspiring for awhile,
then became, oh, so tiresome. Then there'd
been Mark, who was terribly dull, then
Peter, and Jameson, and that ridiculous
little man from San Francisco. And basically, they were all alike-except John. He
was the only one who saw through her,
and it worried her a little. But she cast
off the incident with a shrug of her
shoulders. No man was worth it really.
The cat had arisen from the corner
and was pacing up and down the room.
He's restless, she thought.
He's looking
for another cricket. A wave of uneasiness
went through her, for she understood that

feeling, too-the need for something new,
something exciting. She turned again to
the mirror for reassurance.
But somehow
there was no comfort in the well-moulded
face which stared anxiously back at her.
Life was funny. Could one go through life
constantly searching for something-what
was that something? A home, a family?
She was angry with herself for being a
sentimental idiot.
A woman with the
world of love and excitement at her feet
didn't need a home. But was it love, real
love? She took a quick drink and turned
to the cat again.
He's found another cricket-no,
it
wasn't a cricket. It was bigger and better.
He began the same routine, batting it, tantalizing it. Suddenly, the insect darted
for a crack in the moulding and disappeared. The cat waited, patiently, eagerly, its
tail twitching in nervous rhythm.
She
waited, too, angry and annoyed at the feeling of anxiety within her. Minutes passed.
The insect did not appear. The cat walked
slowly away from the crack in the wall,
turning once or twice to look back. He
meowed plaintively, and sank down into
his corner. The insect was gone.
She finished the drink, hoping that it
would quell the feeling of terror which had
gripped her, held her, and made her weak.
She arose quickly.

Perhaps-perhaps

that small cottage on the lake.
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Abstract
MARY ALICE

,. ........

~~OUR
stripes of nocolor books, two pieces
of dust, an old gray
head, a bloated cactus
flung into a frame of
big library in big city
in big world. This is

the portrait, the scalding drop of life--the
story behind the story behind the story,
the unuttered idea behind the gesture.
It was unusually cold for October. He
hadn't
ever remembered
such a cold
October. It hadn't been this cold before
October was called October. But now it
was cold and he wanted to know more
bout the cereus cactus.
The library was long and gray and
fifty-three steps led to its silent glass doors.
He knew there were fifty-three steps puddled with foot marks because he had been
counting them for such a long time. He
passed through the silent door, removing
a mildewy gray cap. He moved to the
striped walls of books, scratched his bare
bony chest (for his collarless, green shirt
was unbuttoned) and sniffed four times.
"Travel
books, travel
books, yes,
travel,
travel,
travel-here
they
are.
Travel-beautiful
sun-blistered,
moonblistered travel. Alaska, Argentina, Arabia, Afghanistan, Arizona, Albequerque.
This is it ....
cactus country where the
cereus cacti grow like long, green balloons,
and sometimes like gangrenous fingers in
the green moon shadows. Or often they
are
frozen
silver
comets and blood
splotches dried on a dying sky. Cactus at
infinity with the finit.e. Re-incarnation of
the weird little men: Spinoza, Wagner,

l)

Ooethe, Wilde, Pro,ust
knife-edged SOUls."

...

the men with

KESSLER

He pulled a gray, soiled map from his
torn coat pocket and spread it out carefully
on the polished wood table.
His hands
trembled with the winds of Age and his
slow, low whisper pressed the pseudosilent air.
"Now, here is the cactus country ... in
Arizona and New Mexico. Here they grow
and prick the horizon, and the stars hang
on them at night."
He wrote a few short words in a
, thumbed note pad.
100 species, 70 feet
high, night blooming, fragrance.
The letters were very large child-like, they
were pressed into the paper like small
rivers of static lead. And he sat, squinting,
trembling, softly whispering, with something of the fanatic monk in his ashen
vitality. When dissected from the over-all
fungi, when brought into microscopic view,
made single from plural, he seemed to
gain reality.
There was something about him-some
hard pushing knob of pain had made him
leave the small house in the Ghetto to
walk to the fifty-three steps. There was
something that pushed that gray head of
flowing, uncombed gray hair ahead of the
bent shoulders into a hushed room of
books. The dirty hands fingered the straggling goatee, the red-rimmed faded blue
eyes moved along the musty pages because
they were pushed by words and ideas, and
he was filled with an insatiable wondering.
Taste was bred into the long, palsied
fingers; beneath the cracked nail, the ridge
of dirt, was taste.
Intellect was carved
into the long forehead, the thin lips, and
buried under the physiography of face,
hands,

was

that

undeniable

glow

hunger of those who want to know.
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A piece of mediocre poetry-a
word
in a piece of sullen verse had led him to
other words . . . . cereus cactus, and out
of space and shadow he had come to look,
to examine this thing and to know in
small words on a thumbed note pad.
What of the early days-the
mother's
black-blue hair, the staleness of a schoolroomful of chairs and colorless faces, the
damp papers clutched under an aching
arm, the first tinge of passion, the greasy
window pane at the restaurant, the giving

up to death and poverty, but never to not
knowing, the intricate piling up of insatiable wonder?
What of this, and what does it matter!
He is with Now, and a cactus blooms for
him on a printer's page, a penciled pad,
a map. And he must soon step out into
the chill of weather and push against the
exalted winds to a little paintless house
below the stratum of Life. This is the
portrait, the scalding drop of life--the
story behind the story behind the story.

Beforemath
KAROLYN GOULD

ElL
placed
the
clay pipe between
his lips assuming
what he imagined
was a casual pose
-the pipe slipped
lop-sidedly to the
corner of his mouth and he tasted a few
bitter perfumed drops of soap water which
had remained in its stem. He removed the
pipe from his mouth with a quick gesture
and glanced over the high hedge to the
yard next door. It was all right. The high
school classes were not dismissed as early
as those of the grade schools and Neil was
glad, for once, that his being in the eighth
grade brought him home before Phil. Phil
was his pal. He had always lived next
door, but since he had gone to high school
he was different. He had adopted expressions and mannerisms which held for Neil
a certain awe and fascination. Neil had
seen him yesterday pull out the fifty-cent
pipe he had bought and clamp it accurately
and confidently between his teeth. Phil

had "dates" now too, and had begun mildly
swearing-Neil knew, he had stood in front
of his mirror and tried unsuccessfully, to
say "damn" as forcefully and meaningfully
as Phil did. Besides, he should have realized that Phil would probably have stopped
in the drugstore to joke with his new older
friends who alternately played the juke
box or covertly watched the casually
sweatered, shiny-haired girls who sauntered in self awareness in and out of the
store.
The late autumn afternoon was still
sunny. Neil had wheeled his bike in the
yard and leaned it in its accustomed place
against the tree when he saw the bowl of
grimy soapy water and the clay pipe which
his younger sister had undoubtedly abandoned there for some new novelty earlier
in the day. He sprawled down at the foot
of the tree forgetting his mother's warning
admonition concerning the care of his
trousers and idly stirred the water made
thick by the slowly diminishing piece of
softened pink soap (which had long since
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lost all resemblance to a duck's head),
swirling sluggishly around with the motion
of the pipe.
His memory swept back
though four satisfying camp-filled summers and encompassed in one swift nostalgic impression the summer of his ninth
year-the
last year he had been kept at
home during school vacation.
He felt
again the idle sense of peaceful security of
that summer-the
hot hard pavement on
the sales of his feet. He remembered the
suffocating city smell of hot tea mingled
with cloying fragrance of honeysuckle, the
saccharine taste of the lukewarm lemonade
which he sold only to his family since all
the other kids had lemonade stands, tooand he remembered the dull heat-laden
afternoons which so sapped the strength
and interests of himself and his gang that
they could think of nothing more inspiring
than to imprison the heavy droning bees
in the depths of the white and pink hollyhocks. As a last resort they would watch
the girls making chains out of the white
and purple clover growing in each yard.
Alice, the girl across the alley had made
such a long chain one day that they had
stretched it across the street and watched
gleefully as a passing car snapped it in
two .....
Alice, a vague unhappy feeling
brought Neil to the present. He and Alice
had known an uncomplicated friendliness,
the thought of which sickened him now.
Then the sight of her thick dark hair and
quick brown eyes had not awakened in
him that excited suspenseful feeling in the
pit of his stomach which goaded and shamed him, too!
The soap in the water had practically
melted-Neil
slipped gratefully back' to
that ninth summer. One afternoon every-

one in the neighborhood sat in a circle in
his back yard and tried blowing bubbles.
First they merely placed their pipes in the
bowls of water and blew a froth of marblelike bubbles which soon rose high in the
bowls and pressed against their faces popping silently and coaly against their
cheeks. They had a contest to see who
could blow the biggest bubble and it had
been strangely exciting to see the shimmering iridescent bubbles floating on the
still, hot air. As it turned out, Neil had
blown the biggest bubble-it
was so big
that he could see through its spun walls
the strangely distorted faces of his comrades.
On impulse Neil filled the clay pipe
with the thick, slippery water-he
moved
too quickly and the pipe overturned spilling the water on his trousers-he filled the
pipe again and blew carefully and deliberately. The last rays of the afternoon sun
shone on the bubble (which grew larger
and still larger) , imparting to its glistening
surface a pale pink orchid and green design
which resembled window panes and, as the
bubble grew larger, elongated Chinese
pagodas. The bubble grew and glistened;
soon it would be as big as the one he had
made once long before-he
could almost
see the incredulous faces oL
. The cold
fall wind, too strong, ruthlessly swept the
crystal ball.
The ground was too hard and the wind
swooping around the tree and down over
damp knees caused the boy to shiver.

He

wanted to sob wildly or dash the clay pipe
frenziedly against the tree trunk
sat

motionless

hand-empty.
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TEATIME
Perpendicular in the mist,
We of the lost generation
Stand on the platform
And watch the trains pull out.
We don't have any money
Or a gun.
There in the mist
With the pale pink houses
Running into and smearing
The gray sky, we stand.
We missed our tea time
And it's too late now
To go back and beg for some.

THE DARKSOME RUN
Night and the darksome, tree-hung street
Swing wide as I round the lighted corner,
And swift as a moth the thoughts arise
Of the run and the gate and the ice of the lock.
The brush of the lilac cuts the flesh,
And the rise, and crash of a casual whistle
Weaves another thickness in the
Blanket-wool of fear.
Why must the flagstones pierce the hands?
Where is the mounted lamp of welcome?
When will the homeward road be lightened?

THE PORCH
The creak of a rocker
Fills my life-The creak and the fan
And the whir clack clack
Of a locust bird
In the summertime.
The creak and the fan
And the hot night windThe fear and the tears,
The swinging vines,
A sense of danger
In the creak and the fan
And the whir clack Clack
Of a locust bird.

FRANCES
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Death Leaves You Like That
LEE

W. VAN

AVE you ever seen
death?
Not dead
people, but death?
Did you ever see a dog hit
by a car, and watch him
struggle, and whine, and
sob? That is part of death. Have you ever
read about a person taking poison and the
way he gasped in agony, breath coming
shorter and faster until there was no more
breath?
That too, is part of death. Have
you ever smelled the odor of gangrene?
No struggle here, just a repugnant odor.
Did you ever sit up all night with an old
person, all worn out by life, and watch
him slowly grow weaker until at last a
soft gurgle of the death rattle in his throat
tells you he has passed away? This too,
is part of death.
But even though you
have seen all of these things you have not
seen death-only
a part of it. The struggles of the dog, the agony of the poison,
the strangulation of the gangrene, and the
gentle passing away of the old person, last
but a moment and all is over. Death has
been present, and you have felt helpless,
but you get over it.
Oh, I thought

I had seen death~

In

Italy I saw masses of little children and
adults so weakened by lack of food that
they were no more than animals when
food was present.
I saw a few of them
die, but not many. I broke the law and
fed some of them, knowing all the time
that the small bit I had contributed was
no more effective than a single drop of
rain on a field of parched corn. But this
I became used to, and in time, I even came
to hate these people for being hungry.
In Africa I visited a French jail, and
saw the jailer step into a cage, and with

DER

MOERE

his whip, beat the inmates back into a
corner while his partner poured slop into
a dirty pig trough. I saw these unfortunate
Arabs, whose only crime was an intense
hatred of the French people and a desire
for freedom, fight and claw each other
madly, screaming to get at that trough
filled with food. Starvation will do that
to human beings.
I saw men, American soldiers, being
shot by enemy bullets, being torn and
mutilated beyond recognition.
I heard
their pitiful cries for help when they were
beyond all human aid. This was not the
same as starvation, and was not death.
I did see death.
It is indescribable.
You don't just see it, you smell it, you feel
it, and you hear it. It is in the air and
you cannot escape its presence. When you
eat, you taste it; when you sleep, you
dream of it, and thought is impossible because death alone fills your mind. I was
told I would get used to it, but I never did.
I was ordered to report to India by
air, and just as we received the approach
signal, the major, who was in charge of
our plane, stood up and addressed us.
"Now, gentlemen, in five minutes we will
land and be checked in. A truck will be
waiting to take you to your quarters in
town. As you know, the town is under
strict martial law, and at the first sign of
disturbance the MP's shoot first and ask
questions
later.
Conduct
yourselves as
gentlemen, follow orders, and you will
have no trouble. What you see here will
at first sicken you, but you will get used
to it. The only thing to do is to ignore it.
You are here for a specific purpose.
Remember that and do only what you
have t,Q do: and let, all other matters not
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connected with your assignment alone."
And so I heard it again, over and over, the
same old story.
"Remember that these
natives are little more than animals and
death is cheap." Hell, I knew human life
was cheap. I thought I had seen death.
By three o'clock I was checked in,
bathed, and freshly dressed.
I met the
chaplain who was to conduct me on a tour
of the city. He was a middle aged man;
he had a very haggard look. True to army
style, he was very friendly and goodnatured. He spoke rather fast and with a
soft voice. As I expected, he gave me
the usual lecture on the usual subject, and
cautioned me that I would get used to
what I was about to see. He urged me to
regard these people as animals. He said
I was free to join him in prayer, and felt
sure I would need it after I had toured the
city.
The tour left me sick. I have never
fully recovered from it. Then, for the first

\
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time, I saw death.
Of course I had been prepared for
this in a general sort of way, but nothing
could prepare me for what I saw. I had
been wondering about the sickish-sweet
smell in the air, and about the low moans
that seemed to accompany the smell; but
God, no imagination could fanthom that
horror. We drove most of the way until
the road became so clogged with human
bodies that we had to walk on for the rest
of our tour. On every side people were
either dead or dying. They were starved
to death. The four MP's guarding us kept
the poor devils away by frequent and
violent use of their clubs. I really believe
they were doing some of these people a
favor, because for many of them, a crack
on the head killed them instantly and put
them out of their misery. For the most
part, the natives just lay down and stayed
there until they died.
This was death. Struggle?

Even as

they were dumped into their graves, I
could see a final twist of the body, or flop
of a leg or an arm, as they reluctantly
yielded to their fate.
Agony? What
greater agony can there be than to die of
starvation in the midst of plenty? Violence
and brutality?
There is no greater violence, or nothing more brutal, than to be
clubbed for asking for a crust of bread.
The government had several hundred
wagons and trucks working night and day
in the city hauling these dead bodies away,
to be dumped into huge pits. On the outskirts of the city I saw huge mounds of
these mass graves. Cremation was impossible because the government did not have
enough ovens to do the job.
It is said tha t you can get used to any
smell if you smell it long enough; your
sense of smell will become paralyzed and
you will be immune. This is not true of
the smell of death. You never get used to
it. I smell it yet. It is sweetish, and very
sickening. It hangs in the air, which is
very close and damp. You can feel the
smell in the air.
That night the cook served us fried
chicken, with coffee and cake for dessert.
How could I eat when I could hear the
constant moans of thousands dying of starvation? The food we were served tasted
of the death all around us. I stumbled outside and vomited.
I had but one consolation-my
job
was a short one-and I could leave as 'soon
as I had finished. It took six days. I came
to India a young, tough army sergeant,
cocky as they come. I left it old, weak,
and nearly broken. For a long time I ate
very little and lost a great deal of weight.
Finally I recovered, but I will always smell
that smell, and hear those moans.

Even

now I wake up at night in a cold sweat,
sometimes screaming that prayer will not
stop death.
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Death leaves you like that.

Time, Time!
I
Tick, tock, tick, tockTo prove is my endeavor,
That yesterday was yesterday,
Tomorrow will be never.
Think now of all your yesterdays
As days that never passed,
But stretched a single time-length;
The first day to the last.
II
Tick, tock, tick, tockSun, moon, star.
A second is the present part
Of every passing hour.
Now is sometime's memory;
Yesterday is now's.
The present's resolutions
Are tomorrow's broken vows.
III
Tick, tock, tick, tockCome, go, went.
The promise of tomorrow
Is a promise never spent.
What sage can tell
What time is then,
And what is was,
Or when is when?

IV
Tick, tock, tick, tockValley, meadow, hill.
It's we who move eternally
While time is standing still.
Raise up your cup
And toast the day,
And drink its light
While night's away.
V
Tick, tock, tick, tockTime, thought, men.
Each daytime dies at darkness
To be reborn again.
What future time
Won't one day be
A memory
To you and me?

-"

VI
Tick, tock, tick, tockFirst, second, last.
Tomorrows all are destined
To be their future's past.
Reach now to the pendulum,
Seize fast and halt its swing,
And brim time's cup with drops of now,
And let the present sing.
RIC~m)
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"I"
"i"
little,
demanding,
does not know it is but a reflection;
it soon sees "you"
another,
as some one to praise
or to blame.
Next come "they,"
oh, so many,
through whom flow all "i's" good
or unwanted.
"i"

becomes "we"
after coaxing;
but "we"
to "i" may be dangerous too often the vision's distorted.
For "we"
really means
"me" and "you,"
"me" and the world,
and to some
"me" and God.
"i"
then desiring,
as "me"
in God's shadow,
is stunned with the wonder '
"i"
blinks
and shrinks,
ever smaller and smaller,

until
God alone
is the
"I."
CAROL VALYlUE WILSON
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My Friend Einstein
WILLIAM

URING the course of
the late war, I had the
very good fortune to
find myself exposed
for a time to the timehonored traditions of
Princeton
University.
Perhaps not so ancient, but none the less
honored, was Princeton's current tradition:
my most unforgettable character, Albert
Einstein.
The many anecdotes about this great
man, told almost reverently by his admiring students, are legend on the Princeton
campus.
On brisk autumn mornings, the professor could be seen striding across a wide
plot of lawn on his way to a morning lecture on theoretical physics. He was a little
man, and bounced along his way with a
rolling gait, seemingly oblivious to the
passing train of sleepy eyed students and
stray dogs. He usually wore a dirty suede
jacket which was wretchedly out of shape
because of his habit of stuffing his hands
deep into the pockets as he chopped along
through the wet grass.
I never knew the professor to use the
walks and pathways on the campus except
as obstacles to negotiate in his trek from
building _to building. He seemed to have
an aversion of the heavy traffic on the
walks, and demonstrated an almost uncanny ability in plotting a straight course
to his destination, proceeding over great
grassy malls and low rolling terrain with
unfaltering confidence.
Along with this
amazing accuracy in divining a straight
line to his objective, the professor displayed an unconscious agility in avoiding
gopher-holes,
stumps,
curbstones,
and

ORBAUGH

structures which often arrayed themselves
against his steady advance.
While floating along in his morning
reverie, he kept his eyes cast on the
ground, with a pipe stuck in his mouth, on
which he puffed continually. Momentarily,
he would extract from his trouser pocket
a book of matches and quickly scribble a
notation with a short, stubby pencil on the
back of the cover.
The professor never wore a hat, but
wrapped a red, wooly muffler several times
about his neck. The wind often skewed
his long wiry hair into great disarray, at
times giving it the appearance of an Indian
war-bonnet of white bristling feathers. He
usually wore an old pair of tired looking
corduroy trousers with "apples in the
knees," and often, be-ing fond of exercising
in the gymnasium, he could be seen padding about the halls in old canvas tennis
shoes. In general he presented a very
collegia te figure indeed.
Very often the professor appeared ir:
the lecture room in this attire, usually
wearing a rumpled sweat-shirt with his
coeds and sneakers. Standing on the rostrum, his hair tousled, he presented an
almost comic picture as he fumbled in his
trouser pockets and came forth with the
dirty
little
match-covers
which were
covered with scrawled formulas and sr ibbled. equations. But no one laughed at the
little man. The lecture was conducted in
an atmosphere which was very much like
a church service: the students listened
attentively as the professor spoke in a
sharp metallic voice, outlining some phase
of theoretical physics in terms of his ideas
of relativity.
The only thing which could cause a
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while Professor Einstein was ambling
along in a sort of intellectual "haze," his
radar appeared to be on the blink, because
we collided quite forcibly in the hall.
"Oops! Sorry, son," the professor exclaimed, as he regained his bearing and
scooted off down the hall. I remember
how I stood, staring dumbly after the
retreating figure ...
perhaps the greatest
mind which mankind has ever produced.
I felt so alone. I wished the people back
in Indiana could have seen me ... knOCk_
ing around with Einstein!

departure from his decorous bearing, the
only thing which irritated the little man,
was for someone to fall asleep in his perplexity: on these occasions, the professor
was moved to a bit of deviltry, and took
seeming delight in lobbing a piece of chalk
at the offender, after waving excitedly
aside any students who might obstruct
his target.
In this operation, as before,
the professor's accuracy in calculating the
precise trajectory for his projectile was
amazing. When the bit of chalk found its
mark, and the sleeper started with surprise, perhaps casting a hostile eye about
him while the class cackled with glee, the
professor would only grin sheepishly as
he resumed his lecture.
On one most memorable

After my conversation
with Einste'Ill,
.
and ever since, I have felt quite justified
in referring to the professor as a friend
of mine. Don't you agree ....
speaking?

occasion,

An Ode To Night
R. J.

PAYNE

When I forget the soft spring rain
Upon the roof, or its command to sleep,
And to awake refreshed and healed;
Or the soft and heady fragrance
Of the new cut hay that comes drifting
From the fields, whose gloom of shadows
Are spangled with the milky-way

of fire-flies;

When stirs me not the golden harvest moon,
Set in the smoky frost of Fall;
Or, if the warm, round lover's moon of Spring
Awakes me not, then Age has brushed me by,
And He will soon return.
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The Hand
ROBERT

The hand rested on the shelf momentarily, then disappeared.
The light was
not too good and I could but distinguish it
to be a male hand, not a large one, medium,
with long fingers.
I won't tell you who I am, nor how I
came to be lying on my belly here: I was
peeking at someone, spying on him.
Ah! there was that hand again on the
shelf; I wished I could see who he was,
but damnit, all I could see was that shelf
full of bottles. This sufficed. Wait! the
hand withdrew, and below me the light
was being focused toward the shelf. The
bottles began to take definite form beakers-jars-small
wide glasses, tall
narrow glasses, and bottles all sizes with
labelsBelow me there came a pacing noise.
What in the hell was he doing now? It
stopped, a slight shuffling of feet-there
was the hand again upon the shelf, balled
into a fist. Slowly it relaxed, the bent
fingers unfolding, as the tentacles of an
oetupus, the tapering tips barely touching
the bottles. Palm down it was now, flat
on the shelf. The fingers slowly curled
and began to drum.
Suddenly it disappeared and more hurried pacing ensued. There was a barrage
of splashing water on something metalliche must have turned the faucet on-but
now it was off except a drip-drip-drip- on
the steel surface.
There it was again; now only the
fingers and finally, but the tips, clinging
to the edge of the shelf. Each began to
follow the other, sideways, first up one
side of the shelf, then down the other. The

T.
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panicky fingers ceased. The whole hand
appeared now; it was trembling and
appeared damp as if perspiring. I nudged
closer to the edge, as close as I could; if he
saw me it would be disastrous.
Suddenly the quivering hand stopped,
one finger raised, touched the cork tip of
a small bottle, pulled it from the row, and
riow the entire hand clenched it, the label
showing.
The hand jerked back, and there was
a splintering crash of glass upon the
cement floor. It reappeared this time in a
fist again, and began to pound the shelf,
so that the bottles rattled.
There was a sudden stillness, silence.
The hand had grown pale now as it
rested calmly on the shelf. It was impassive-gently reclining. But gradually the
fingers began to pull in, the tips beneath
the thumb; the hand was clenched, the
fist was hard, the knuckles grew white
and the sinews protruded-quickly
it unclasped with lightning speed, withdrew a
small vial. With a slight twist, the thumb
nail flipped out the cork.
The hand
disappeared,
and now
returned, the palm leaning against the edge
of the shelf.
A deep, tomby silence-a

splintering

crash-the
hand no more-a shuffling of
feet-the thud of a body falling on something hollow-then, a crash!
I waited, tense-then
slowly, slowly
poked my head over the edge of the low
balcony and saw beneath, a massive table
overturned, the legs in the air, and protruding from beneath one edge, a deathly
pale hand.
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"Never The Twain Shall Meet"
ROBERT BOWLES

It has been over a year since I last saw
Lu, yet today whenever I pick up a paper
and read of trouble in India, Palestine, or
China _ especially China - I see again
before me that homely yellow face with
its broad, friendly grin, and the deep network of tiny, delicate wrinkles crinkling
about the calm, slanted, brown eyes which
saw so much and told so little. I can see
the mild laughter, and maybe a trace of
pity, slipping forth from Lu's usually
inscrutable eyes, and I can hear again the
soft, even tones of his voice as he spoke
the few words which I shall remember
the rest of my life-remember
and wonder

but you could never express in years the
wisdom and experience of the man.
I had known Lu seven months when
he left to return to China. We had, I
believe, been as good friends as was
possible for two people with as widely
diversified backgrounds as ours, and yet it
wasn't until the week before Lu left that
I felt I really knew him.

about.
Lu was Chinese and his full name was
Kai Cheng Lu. But with the ease and
familiarity of Americans, we nicknamed
him Lu. Kai had been in the United States
seven years, spoke perfect English, and
was a graduate of Michigan University
with an M. S. in Civil Engineering.
He
received his citizenship and his greetings

secured his discharge and transportation
home. He was returning to China after
eight long years. Did I really see excitement and the shadow of memories etching
that calm face, or was it the light'!
I
couldn't tell. Lu began to speak in soft,
quiet tones of his life in China and I
listened as the story of a little town, a

from Uncle Sam almost simultaneously.
With typical Army efficiency, Lu was
assigned as a combination messenger-office
boy to our staff, with me, the proud possessor of a high school diploma, his superior. It was typical of his nature that Lu
did that menial job to the best of his
ability, with no complaints; and yet I knew
that he ached to put his recently acquired
knowledge to work for his new country.
Lu might have been anywhere from
eighteen to forty; at least, to me his
smooth, olive face held no hint of his age.
When I first saw him, I thought him about
twenty-one; later, when I came to know
him, I was sure he was near forty. By
his own admission he was twenty-seven,

We were sitting in my room after
"chow" chatting as had been our habit for
the past few months. Lu was telling me
how he had finally untangled the snarl of
red tape, which he had been patiently
unknotting for several months, and had

few miles from Peiping, unfolded before
me - the story of a small town, with plain,
ordinary people, perhaps a trifle poorer
than you or I know, and a loving family
and friends and a girl. It was the same
story I'd heard a million times before from
raw-boned,
honey-voiced
Southerners;
from lean, tanned, drawling Westerners;
from precise-accented
New Englanders.
Yes, it was the same story I'd heard whereever I went in the Army and found people,
like myself, far from home.
Then Lu took out his wallet and held
forth a faded picture to me with the simple
words, "My father."
I was staring at the
picture of a very old man (eight-two, Lu
said) with a wrinkled, yet youthful face.
To me he looked like an ancient Chinese
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philosopher with his long, white beard
and his flowing robe, sitting there sedately
with crossed legs. I could not picture him
as the father of my modern friend; and yet,
there was in his face that quality which
bridges time and race, and I thought suddenly of my grandfather whom I could
barely remember.
It was then that Lu's voice eased into
my thoughts with the words which I shall
never forget. "My friend," he said, "as
soon as I reach home I am going to settle
down with my father and simply do nothing for one, maybe two years. Then, when
I have rested and thought things out, I will
make some plans. Perhaps, in your way
of thinking, I am lazy. But I shall not
waste the time I spend resting. There are
many little things I can do, at leisure,
around home. And I must decide whether
I will return here, to my new country, or
stay in China and use the knowledge I
have learned from you to help my people.
It is a big decision, my friend, and will
require a lot of thought."
He went on in his quiet way as I
started to protest.
"'Ij'his country, my
country, is a wonderful place, and you

ANNOUNCEMENT
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people are a wonderful people. But you
have forgotten how to rest and relax. For
eight years now I have been keeping pace
with you, and each night I have thought
that surely tomorrow would bring some
rest, some slowing down of this pace which
keeps you too busy to plan ahead. My
race has never considered time as an
enemy, as you do. It is not something for
us to race and get away from, but it is
something to use and to enjoy. All of us
have our alloted amount of it, to spend
as we wish, and no amount of trying will
increase our portion. Now, I shall join
my father, to rest and think for a while."
Was that the youthful look which I
had glimpsed behind that white beard of
Lu's father? Did that explain the smooth,
untroubled brow; the unruffled calmness;
and the patience of my friend?
These
thoughts were rioting through my brain
as I told Lu good-bye. They are with me
today as I read how my country is attempting to settle problems throughout the
globe - problems the world has always
faced. And I think often of Kai Cheng
Lu and his "one, maybe two years" restto think.

I
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Army Talk
GEORGE

....

C.

The two soldiers stood under the arch
with their legs spread wide after the fashion of men filled with confidence and a
sense of well being. The larger of the two
men took off his helmet and ran his fingers
through his hair.
Far in the east the sun was just
beginning to push its way past the horizon
for another day of work. The big soldier
rubbed his eyes and yawned.
"Thought morning was never coming.
The way night closes down on you in this
forsaken country, you'd think the sun had
wandered off into space."
He yawned
again and stuck his helmet back on his
head at a jaunty angle. A spot somewhere
near the center of his back seemed to
demand attention. His smaller companion
obliged with a grimy thumb.
"Tell you what, Gus. I'm getting pretty
well fed-up with this army. I've just about
. a little higher and to the right,
Gus. I've just about decided to head back
horne one of these days if I ever get a
decent chance."
Gus quit scratching and leaned back
against the arch. He rubbed the side of
his nose with his forefinger and chuckled
softly. "And that my friend, sounds like
a fine way to land in more trouble than
you've ever seen. Take it easy, you'll be
horne some day." Gus stopped chuckling,
took good aim, and spit at an ant. He
missed.
"Just what's your bitch about
the army Julius?"
Julius began with the air of a man
who was going to be talking for quite a
while. "The chow is lousy, the pay just

TAYLOR

isn't existent, a fellow can't get any sleep,
I'll never get a promotion, I haven't seen
my wife in three years, and on the whole,
time spent in the army is just lost time as
far as I'm concerned. And to top everything, that little pip-squeak of a company
commander of mine is on my tail again.
I'd like to break the bugger's back!"
Gus laughed again. "That doesn't put
you in any special class, Julius.
Every
guy in this army could dig down and come
up with the same list of woes. Incidently,
I saw a fellow yesterday who really had
worries.
Were you on that execution
detail?"
"Naw.

I was out digging latrines.

I

heard about it though."
"Well, Julius, it was pretty rough.

I

certainly wouldn't have cared to have been
in that man's shoes. We marched him
through town and I was right behind him
all the way.
Sorta scared me. You'd
expect a fellow in a spot like that to bust
up, but he took it like a man. Almost
like he was one of the spectators instead of
the principal character."
Gus shook his
head sadly.
"He was some kind of fanatic, wasn't
he?" Julius asked.
"I guess so, but the way he died sorta
has me wondering. So calm and everything, Julius.
Can't tell, maybe he had
something. He certainly had my admiration anyway. Some of the guys were pretty
brutal about the whole thing. You know,
matched to see who'd get his clothes, but
I think it was just to hide the way they
really felt."
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Friendship
RUSSELL

(With apologies to Damon Runyan.)
I am standing in front of the Toddle
House one evening when who should drive
up in a bright yellow sedan but Georgie
Roberts, with whom I am very chummy
of late.
Georgie is by no means an
exemplary character, but it so happens
that his old man in recent years develops
to a new high the art of separating wellto-do citizens from their potatoes and as
a result does not worry much these days
concerning the necessities of life. Since
Georgie is an only child, Roberts the elder
is more than liberal with such material
things as automobiles and potatoes, and
I am broadminded enough to overlook certain minor defects in Georgie's character
in order to assist him in distributing said
potatoes in the most judicious manner
possible.
I note that there are two dolls present
in the sedan, as Georgie jumps from the
front seat and comes over to give me the
glad hello.
"Pal Joey," he says, "I am very happy
to see you indeed. Have you by any chance
an engagement for this evening?"
"Why, no, Georgie," I say, "as a matter
of fact r am standing here considering how
to pass the time when you drive up."
"This is a most fortunate coincidence,'
Georgie says, "for it so happens that I am
in possession of four Annie Oakleys which
will admit us to see the Butlers play the
Purdues in a contest of basketball. As you
see, there is an extra doll present and,"
be says, "although r tell her about you, in
spite of this she is willing to have you
accompany us. So let us be on our way,
as we are already late for the contest,"
he says.

J.

ZENTZ

Now it is well known to one and all
that I am by no means an admirer of physical exercise and I never attend a contest
of basketball in my life, but I consider
that only a small portion of the evening
will be devoted to watching said contest,
so I join the party.
Georgie's doll is a
small package who is named Jean and is
such a dish as would cause even a monk
to blink his eyes. In fact, I am forced to
look twice to make sure she is real. My
doll is a tall and willowy blonde who is
not exactly a double for Betty Grable, but
I am not dissatisfied as in my time I
encounter many strange phenomena and
by now am philosophical about such matters. I engage her in conversation and am
pleased to learn that she is the type whose
small talk is limited mostly to "yes" and
"no" and "really?" because if there is one
thing I hate more than another, it is a doll
who is smarter than I am and shows it.
We soon arrive at the basketball hall
and are assisted to a parking space by a
John Law who waves a red flashlight at
us, although I consider it an insult to the
taxpayers to have a John Law engaged in
such a pastime rather
than pursuing
criminals.
We enter the hall and I see
there are thousands of citizens present,
and the contest must be under way already
as all of them are screaming more than
somewhat. I am glad our seats are high
up, for r follow the blonde doll on the stairs
and discover that she is assembled very
expertly indeed, and I find myself wondering how she keeps her seams so straight.
Our seats are located about where the
finish line is when the ponies are running,
and I settle back to watch what is going
on below. It seems that the five youths
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frolicking in white underwear are the
Butlers and the five in black underwear
are the Purdues. Georgie informs me the
object of the sport is to throw a large
round ball through a ring from which a
net hangs, though I fail to see why any
normal person wishes to do such a thing.
There are also two fat citizens in striped
shirts who run up and down the hall
behind the youths and every now and then
blow a whistle, jump up and down, wave
their arms, and make faces at the contestants, all of which causes a lull in the proceedings. I try to make sense of the confusion but a buzzer sounds and all participants walk away out of sight. I prepare to
leave bu~ am stopped by Georgie.
"Sit down, Joey," he says. "This is
the half and there will be more later."
He says this as if it is something to be
happy about. However, I remove my coat
and re-occupy my seat. Presently a band
begins to play and several dolls wearing
shorts appear and begin to march to and
fro and here and there, and while I can
see no sense in this either, still it is a more
interesting sight to behold.
Soon the band resumes its silence, the
dolls go away, and the youths return and
commence to run up and down the hall
once more. As time goes by, the citizens
around me become more and more agitated,
and I am annoyed more than somewhat at
several who are unable to restrain themselves to their allotted space. The noise
becomes louder and louder until just as
the buzzer sounds again, one of the Butlers
throws the ball through the ring, and one
and all jump up and down and scream at
the top of their lungs. I prepare to leave,
but once more Georgie stops me.
"Joey," he says, "the Butlers have just
caught up with the Purdues.

The contest

is a tie, and it is necessary to play an overtime period."

I resume my seat.
There is more
running hither and thither and yon by the
contestants while among the onlooking
citizens, bedlam reigns. For the third time
the buzzer sounds, and one and all give a
final shout and begin to leave, appearing
very happy about the whole thing. I share
this feeling, since the contest is now apparently over, and personally I consider the
public display of such unrestrained emotions very vulgar indeed and shameful
evidence of a decaying society. The blonde
doll tells me that the Butlers are the home
team and that they are victorious, which
accounts for the joyous scene. I regard it
as a fine thing in any sport for the home
team to win, but I fail to see why so many
citizens shell out good potatoes to witness
such an event.
We reach the car, and I suggest
adjournment to a place where it is possible
to spend the remainder of the evening in
a more convivial manner, but the doll
named Jean objects.
"I am very sorry, Georgie and Joey,"
she says, "but I am a working girl and 1
must go home. You see, I work in an
office downtown and tomorrow morning
I must get there early and type several
reports before the boss shows up at eight.
My boss," she says, "is a man who always
shows up at eight and is very strict about
such matters as reports. If they are not
ready, I will be thrown out on my ear,
and 1 do not wish to have this happen as it
is very convenient to have one payday
every week. And so," she says, "you see
1 have to get some sleep, although it is a
shame to break up such a lovely time."
There is nothing for Georgie and me
to do but agree, although I think at first
that it is a very dirty trick indeed.

But

when I look at Jean I think that no one
so pretty could give us the old heavo-ho
and still look as innocent as she does, and
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I reflect that after all it is a fine and noble
attitude to take and what this country
needs is more dolls like Jean, though personally I do not wish to know too many.
Georgie
has
considerable
trouble
sneaking through the traffic, and in the
meanwhile I discover that the blonde doll
is a very friendly person and we quickly
become better acquainted.
In fact, I am
sorry when we arrive at the house where
the dolls are staying. Georgie and I bid
them goodnight in the manner approved
by social custom, to which I cannot see
why anyone would make an objection,
although it sometimes happens.
Georgie
and I then seek a spot in which to quench
our thirst, and it is agreed that one and
all have a most pleasant, if somewhat
abbreviated, evening.

PURPLE

About a week later I am standing in
front of the Toddle House when who
should whiz by but Georgie, and on the
seat beside him is the blonde doll, and
beside her there is room for at least two
more.
Georgie goes root-a-toot-toot
on
the horn and gives me the cheery smile
and the friendly wave, and even though
a mutual acquaintance tells me the day
before that the blonde doll's seams are
painted, still I feel very hurt when I think
of what my best friend does to me. In
fact, I seriously consider severing all relations with Georgie, but on second thought
decide

to overlook

the

offense

when

I

remember that I plan to borrow two fins
from him to finance

my date the

next

evening with the doll named Jean.

PATCH

One day someone pulled a string and
the peg-bottom nestled lovingly around
the ankle. This bold gesture is an indication that sex had reared its ugly but familiar head. Grandma's ankle was showing!
However, with her boyish bob and mannish
clothes, she had no cause to worry.
Woman's suffrage and other misguided
concepts were largely responsible for this
mode of dress. Man's best friend was no
longer his dog but a woman. With clothes
lH-') these companionship was the only
alternative.
The primary hazard of this
radical style was mistaking one's fiancee
for her father in his nightshirt.
But at
least Grandma was no longer wearing
what appeared to be a zoot-sooter's right
pant leg.
Earl Otey in On Through The Years
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Price Of Courage
BARBARA

This is a narrative
of the years
snatched from a man's life, a young man, a
writer. Ramon Larue was his name.
It was the dismal period preceding the
French Revolution.
To you, to whom I
write, the name Ramon Larue means nothing; but to those of whom I write, it meant
a handsome young man of twenty-five and
a broken old man of thirty-five.
A man
whose name was never spoken, for to those
known to have connections with him came
mysterious death, or disappearance.
Ramon was a brilliant young writer.
His works were meeting with enthusiasm
and success the wide world over. He was
an important figure in that chronicle of
France, and his rising career was being
watched carefully by literary men of all
lands.
However, Ramon had one' weakness,
one' fault.
He admired the republican
form of government. He had the mistaken
idea that the common people should have
some voice in the way they were governed,
m the taxes they were assessed, in the
wars they fought, in the legislation that
was passed, and in the punishment given
for breaking this legislation; that the
plebeian should have a taste of wine and
white cakes, fine carriages and palaces, and
the nobleman of black moldy bread and
tainted water.

That the nobleman should

know the feeling of blistering cobblestones
on bare feet, and the stench of rat-hole
dwellings.
Moreover, in his writings he
lauded the efforts and the victory of the
tiny colonies in the New World against
Great Britain, and he urged the Frenchmen to take up arms and to fight for their
rights.
For this it was decided that he was to
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be done away with. He was struck down,
late one night, while returning from a
secret meeting of the patriots; and his next
ten years were spent entombed in the
dreaded Bastille.
A tiny cell, cold and
slimy and dark, was his home. And spineless, creeping, crawling creatures were his
bed-mates.
The Bastille was a huge forbidding
vault of gray stones, connected by underground passages to the Royal Palace of the
French kings.
There were towers and
underground dungeons where the prisoners
were kept. Here were hundreds of lifeless bodies, men without souls. Through
the dozens of winding corridors, each lined
with forgotten men, echoed the cries of
anguish,
and
screamed
the
tortured
thoughts of human beings both living and
dead.
Here Ramon existed through the years.
Though not subjected to actual physical
torture himself, his cell was directly across
from the torture chamber, and he was
obliged to see and hear such sights as: the
gallows where men were dropped through
trap-doors so shallow that their necks
weren't broken and they just dangled
there, strangling slowly; or the pulley by
which men were lifted from the ground
by their ankles and dropped down in
sharp jerks for hours; or when a body
was branded with hot irons, he saw them
heat the irons in a little stove within a few
feet of where the victim lay strapped on
a table; or where naked victims were
hoisted by the heels to the ceiling then
dropped two feet at a time. This lasted
two or three hours, up and down, until
their heads swelled like balloons and blood
ran out of the ears, mouths and noses.
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Ramon was a man of delicate and sensitive
nature, and for this reason it did not take
long to subdue any sense of resistance he
might have had left.
Eventually, the Bastille doors opened
for Ramon, a broken, tired old man at the
age of thirty-five.
He told his story in
the hope that som~one would record it and

use It to arouse France to rid herself of
these injustices. Someone did publish the
story, causing the explosion that set off
the French Revolution.
Ramon Larue,
however, died before the people of France
succeeded in destroying this stronghold of
tyranny.

Profile Of A Nation
DONALD

Behind every face lies a story. Behind
the profile of Abraham Lincoln dwelled the
soulstirring drama of a fledging nation-its
tribulations, its triumphs.
Every stroke
of the artist in painting the President
depicted character, hope, life.
Surrounded
by intrigue, plot, and
bloodshed, a simple intrepid nation was
personified in the high stalwart forehead
of the Emancipator. Sterling character in
bold relief engendered in the heartwarming phrase, "Honest Abe." A heavy brow
carried the hopes, the sorrows, shared the
gains and the losses of an ill people, and
fostered the cherished principle of freedom
for all.
The Almighty Sculptor in his own
good way had chanced to bestow a nose of
generous proportions upon the lanky cir-

H. EMRICK

suit rider - a nose hinting of homey background, envisioning the crude midwestern
courtroom, the mellow atmosphere of corncob pipe philosophy.
It even suggested
humility and simplicity evident in the
crude candle-lit cabin of younger days.
Hard lean years had tempered, understanding had mellowed a mouth of full
dimensions, overly large yet sensitive in
form. Pain ... Pain of a nation locked in
mortal combat, shaded the smile. Justice
and truth spoke forth boldly in every line
of the generous lips: "With malice toward
none, with charity for all ... "
Weary yet alert, a living prophecy of
a government "of the people, by the people
and for the people," Lincoln's profile was
a profile of the rising Nation, that "shall
not perish from this earth."

t
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The Last Word
MSS goes to press for the third time midst the Vernal Equinox, violets and snow
flakes of that time which cannot be far behind when winter comes.

The editorial,

circulation and freshman staffs have worked long hours to bring to you a satisfying
magazine; there are stories here that will make you chuckle, some that will make you
a little sad, a few that will make you think.
not pretend

We repeat, rather firmly, that MSS does

to be a magazine of sheer amusement,

nor does its policy include the

publication of manuscripts which are not highly representative
in most of the literature,
had and will continue

of what is being done

writing and composition classes and workshops.
to have the unique

niche in the field of college literary

magazines, being a laboratory for the publication of experimental
out in the classrooms of the English department.

ideas being worked

We are quite interested

various workshops being set up by earnest young authors at Butler.
their attempts to organize will be successful.

MSS has

in the

We hope that

Workshops need to be organized on

this campus, so good luck to those who are interested

enough to devote time to their

organization.
ATTENTION
announcement
Contest.

ALL AUTHORS!

We would like to make

a very

important

for Mrs. Wesenberg, who is in charge of the 1947 Butler

This contest will close at six p. m., Monday, April 15.

Literary

All short stories,

one-act plays or essays, and groups of poems must be on Mrs. Wesenberg's desk in the
English office at this time.

A prize of $25.00 is offered for the best short story, group

of poems, and one-act play or essay.
triplicate

and entered

under

The manuscripts

must be double spaced, in

a pen name with a sealed envelope

contains the author's real name, address and telephone number.
your pet manuscripts

in the Butler Literary

Dr. Allegra Stewart

which

Contest!

We wish to thank Mary Fritsche for her whole-hearted
issue ready for action.

attached

Be sure to enter

assistance in getting this

and Mrs. Alice B. Wesenberg receive

our thanks again.

The Editor.
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